
May 7, 2020 

 

Dear Parents/Guardians of middle school students in Easton and Redding: 

  

We have both participated in grade and department discussions and are impressed with the dedication, 
thoughtfulness, and creativity of our teachers’ approaches to Distance Learning. They have been collaborative 
with one another and communicative with us. That stated, there are inherent challenges, including the ability to 
accurately assess students’ work remotely.  

  

As indicated in the Superintendent's communication to you on Sunday, May 3, 2020, final grading practices will 
be modified for Distance Learning for several reasons.  Dr. McMorran wrote, ”Our thinking has been guided by 
two principles:  (1) to acknowledge the impact of Distance Learning on a student's ability to perform while 
taking emotional wellbeing into account; (2) to validate the work of our students and teachers during this 
unique situation.   We want the approach to honor the achievements and contributions of our students while at 
the same time not penalize any student whose situation has been adverse to some degree.” 

  

Here is the plan for remaining 2019-2020 grades at Helen Keller and John Read Middle Schools, both for final 
periods and for the full year. 

  

1. Our teachers will continue to assess student work using a letter grade system. They will assign a 
letter grade of A, B, C, D (and +/-) or P for the final period (the JRMS final quarter and the HKMS final 
trimester).  

2. In advance of finalizing report cards, in early June you will receive a communication that will show 
you the letter grades from each teacher for the final period. 

3. You and your child will be given a window of time to either: 
1. Choose to accept all these proposed grades for the final period. 

1. The full year final grade for each course will then be calculated using all marking 
period letter grades. 

2. Request any final period grade from A+ to D- be changed to “Pass.” (We will communicate 
details later about how to make that request.) 

1. Any “Pass” grade for the final period will not be used for the full year grade, which 
will instead be based only on earlier period grades.  

2. You can pick and choose: for some subjects the student can keep the proposed 
letter grade, but still choose Pass for others. 

4. Students who did not hand in work or engage with their teachers during this period of time will 
receive a final marking period grade of DNP (Did Not Participate), indicating they did not participate 
during Distance Learning. 

1. Any DNP grade for the final period will not be used for the full year grade, which will instead 
be based only on earlier period grades.  



 

  

Thank you for your continued partnership, cooperation, and understanding throughout this Distance Learning 
journey. 

  

Sincerely, 

 


